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April 22, 2017 Director’s Report for Brownsville PARTT II 

We like invitations! We like going to parties! We like seeing old friends and 
making new friends. 

Brownsville PARTT I always has interesting speakers, the food is great and 
they have great door prizes.  Plus they are in our backyard so we know how to get 
there! 

Edinburg PART meets at the Echo Hotel. Before GPS I would have sworn 
that the Echo moved every year. We always seemed to get off the highway at the 
wrong exit! 

We know when we come up to Edinburg we have to bring extra cash. They 
have two raffles.  One is for Edinburg’s scholarship. The other is Ms. Elsie’s 
Christmas Nativities. This scholarship money is for the Alliance. I know that Mrs. 
Elsie has a big warehouse full of Christmas nativities. She just has to go in “eenie 
meenie miney mo, catch a nativity by the toe.” These are the ones she brings. 
They also have a table with pictures of their past directors. (You didn’t know I 
looked.)  

McAllen PARTT is always at the McAllen Country Club. I like it when the 
ladies present the flags of the countries we study. I like it when the Table Director 
called on us to meet in Edinburg at the Coffee Zone to discuss or plan the meeting 
to honor the Director General. We made new friends. 

San Benito/Harlingen PARTT meets at Golden Palms in Harlingen. They also 
have had interesting speakers from a lady Marine (the director’s sister) to a very 
gifted young man who would take us on a tour of Spanish Christmas carols. I think 
it brought good memories to all the ladies. 

Brownsville PARTT II might not be strong in numbers but we are stong in 
spirit. 

Ruth M. Kulessa 
Corresponding Secretary 

For Mrs. Rachael Perez, Director 
Brownsville PARTT II 














